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A method of treating resonance captures for few energy group

calculations is developed using the Narrow Resonance-Infinite

Absorber approximation to the resonance integral. The application

of this method is not restricted to this approximation, however,

as other approximations to the resonance integral could also be

used.

The approach presented defines average parameters based on

assuming that both the total dilute resonance integral and the

total effective resonance integral are the sums over the individual

resonances in the energy range under consideration. It is shown

then that if the effective resonance integral equation for a single

average resonance has the same functional form as the single reson-

ances using the above definition for the total dilute resonance

integral, then all parameters have been determined. The factor

remaining to be calculated from these definitions is the averaged



resonance peak height. This parameter, which is also in the form

of a sum over the individual resonances, is then studied in some

detail to see if any simpler form can be found.

The first approach is to examine several simple cases repre-

senting basic types of resonance size combinations using only two

resonances. These studies lead to considering several simplifica-

tions to the equation for the average resonance peak height,

including a series form, a harmonic mean form, and several series

corrections to harmonic mean. The range of applicability is exa-

mined and it is shown that none of these forms has universal

applicability.

Upon generalizing these approximations to include more reson-

ances, several more forms based on correcting the mean value are

postulated. Also based on this work, a functional form requiring

curve fitting techniques is suggested. This curve fitting approach

is not pursued here, however.

These generalized equations for N resonances are applied to

the resonances of several real isotopes. It is shown that the

assumptions made in developing the approximations based on two

resonances and then expanded to N resonances can be correlated

with the results of applying these equations to the more complicated

case of many resonances. This then forms a basis for predicting

the behavior of group-averaged resonance parameters.
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A Method for Calculation of Group-Averaged
Resonance Parameters

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

One of the basic properties of a multiplying system in which

neutrons are being produced by fission is the infinite multiplica-

tion factor (K.). Knowledge of this factor and the leakage rate

of neutrons from the multiplying system will allow the prediction

of criticality. Criticality is the condition where the ratio of the

number of fissions in any one generation is equal to the number of

fissions in the immediately preceeding generation.

The factor of interest here is the infinite multiplication fac-

tor and more specifically one of the factors entering into the cal-

culation of this term. The infinite multiplication factor, K.,

(which refers to infinite reactor) is normally expressed in terms of

the four factor formula. The four factors entering into the calcu-

lation of K are n,E, p, and f which are defined as follows:

n = (number of neutrons produced by a fission) x

(number of neutrons absorbed in fission reactions)/

(total number of neutrons absorbed in fuel),

( = the ratio of the total number of fission neutrons

produced by all fissions to the number produced by

thermal neutron fissions alone,
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f = the fraction of the thermal neutrons which are

absorbed in fuel,

p = probability that a fission neutron will not be

absorbed while slowing down from fission energy to

thermal energy.

It is the last factor, p, with which this paper will deal. The

escape probability, p, is related to the absorption probability

and p is related to the integral of the absorption rate in the

system by the following approximate formula

p = exp(-I) I-1

where: I = resonance integral.

Most isotopes of the elements exhibit several cross section

resonances at energies above .025 ev. These resonances are simply

peaks in the cross section at various energies. In treating the

slowing down of neutrons due to collisions, these cross sections

are characteristically treated in the form of integrals over some

energy range. Energy ranges can be chosen so that each resonance

of significance is in a separate energy range, or energy group.

However large numbers of energy groups mean large calculational

times so for some calculations (particularly multi-dimensional) a

few group calculation is most useful and describing the large num-

ber of resonances with a few parameters is desirable.
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The topic discussed in the following chapters is an approxi-

mation of nuclear resonance theory which is useful for few energy

group calculations of the resonance integral

Ea( 111)
I =

ji 111)
du 1-2

Inherent in the use of few energy group cross sections is a desire

to minimize the calculational effort and still obtain satisfactory

accuracy. It is then of interest to minimize the number of para-

meters associated with each energy group. Since some isotopes

have a large number of resonances, this makes it very desirable to

have a single average resonance representing many resonances.

This average resonance representation is complicated by the fact

that the effective resonance integral varies with the amount of

the isotope, or isotopes present,so that the resonance integral is

a function of isotope concentration. In addition, the effective

resonance integral is a function of the fuel geometry in nonhomo-

geneous reactors.

The Narrow Resonance-Infinite Absorber (NRIA) approximation

is used throughout this work, although this could be applied eas-

ily to the Narrow Resonance (NR) approximation or one of the other

approximations now in use. In the NRIA approximation theory it is

assumed that fuel resonances are narrow compared to the average

energy loss in collisions with the moderator, but wide compared to



the loss in collisions with the fuel. In Chapter II, the form of

the NRIA resonance integral equation is derived and some of the

important parameters are identified.

In Chapter III the group-averaged resonance parameter approxi-

mation is derived and in Chapter IV an investigation of these para-

meters is undertaken and some example calculations for real iso-

topes are presented. Chapter V discusses the conclusions.
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CHAPTER II

NRIA APPROXIMATION WITH THE BREIT-WIGNER EQUATIONS

Derivation of NRIA Approximation

In this chapter the Narrow Resonance-Infinite Absorber (NRIA)

approximation will be derived for the case of a homogeneous reac-

tor. For a heterogeneous cell, the form will be the same. The

equivalence of the homogeneous and heterogeneous forms is derived

in detail in the appendix. Beginning with these assumptions, the

resonance integral will be reduced to the Narrow Resonance-Infinite

Absorber approximation using the Breit-Wigner equations. Finally

a general review of the resonance literature is given.

First, we will consider moderation of neutrons only by elastic

collision, and assume that the scattering is isotropic in the cen-

ter of the mass coordinate system. As noted by Dresner (1960),

this results in turn in the assumption that only s-wave inter-

actions will be considered, a factor that will be of importance

later is writing the Breit-Wigner formulas for resonance cross

sections.

The total rate of removal of neutrons from lethargy u is

E (u) q (u), where:

u = ln(E0/E), E0 is some reference energy,

cp(u) = lethargy dependent flux

E
t
(u) = lethargy dependent total macroscopic cross section

and we may write the neutron balance for the lethargy u as

E
t
(u) (u) =

1
Jr Es(u1) (ul) eu -u du' + S(u) II-1

-

1

a
U-6
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where: a = (A-1/A+1)2 or the maximum energy loss of a neutron in a

collision with nuclei of mass A, and

E = ln(l/a), the maximum lethargy loss of a neutron in a col-

lision with nuclei of mass A.

The right hand side of II-1 represents the rate of introduction of

neutrons per unit volume per unit lethargy. The last term [S(u)]

is the contribution of the uncollided source neutrons. The first

term is the contribution from neutrons scattered into lethargy u

from lethargies below it. The integral covers the possible range

of lethargies from which scattered neutrons may arrive at lethargy

u. Thus, the equation describes the steady state introduction into

and removal of neutrons from lethargy u.

Next, we want to define a term called the collision density as

F(u) + 6(u) = Et(u) (u) 11-2

where 6(u) is Dirac's delta function and represents a monoenergetic

source rate density of unit strength for S(u) in II-1.

Es(u) (1) (u) = 6(u) + Fs(u) 11-3

so that equation II-1 becomes

u

F
s
(u) =

1 a-

1
F
s
(u')eu

-u
du' + So(u)

U-E

where the contribution from the source is

So(u) =

e-u
1 - a '

0<u<6

u>E

We now introduce the concept of the slowing down density, q(u),

which is related to F
s
(u) by the equation

11-5



u' -u"

q(u)

f
q(u) = F

s
(ut)du'

1 - a
du"

U-E U

7

ii-6

The second integral is the probability that a neutron scattered at

lethargy u' will emerge from the collision with a lethargy u " >u'.

The first integral merely expresses the fact that a single scat-

tering at all lethargies u' in the interval u>u'>u-e can produce

neutrons which are slowed down past u.

That equation II -4 is asymptotically satisfied by a constant

can be shown by integration of equation 11-4 with the assumption

that u»c and So(u) = o.

If F
s
is a constant, then equation 11-6 can and

where

q = Fs 11-7

= 1 -
ae

1 - a
11-8

In the absence of absorption at steady state, q must be the source

rate density. Thus the asymptote of Fs for a source of unit

strength is
-1

can be shown to be the average lethargy gain

per collision.

Next, let us consider a resonance situated far from the source

lethargy, whose lethargy extent, Au, is much less than Thus,

few neutrons can make more than one collision in Au and most neu-

trons which make a collision in Au made their last collision at
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lethargies far below Au. This implies that the rate of supply of

neutrons to lethargy interval, du, in the range Au is effectively

independent of whether there is a resonance or not. Thus, the

collision density at a lethargy equals the rate of supply of neu-

trons at a lethargy so that

E
t
(u) cp(u)du =

1
du

where 1 is the collision density per unit lethargy without the

resonance and cb(u) is the true flux with the resonance.

11-9

Thus, we may compute the total absorption rate in the resonance

E (u)

A = fEa(u) qb(u)du = Jr
Et(u)

du II-10

The escape probability through the resonance, equal to (1-A) from

equation II-10 is given by

p = 1 -
ji Ea(u)

t
(u)

du

and if the integral is small with respect to unity

E (u)

p = exp a
EE

t
(u)

du] 11-12

Next, for the homogeneous case it is necessary to write the

collision density in the form of a mixture so that



F(u) =f
u E

s
(u') + E u -u

pa F(111) -e--
1-a

du' +
U-E

E
t
(u')

EE

where: Es = Et - Ea - Ep

E
pa

= N
F
LorR2

E
m

= (E
s
) moderator

9

11-13

Ep = E
pa

+
m

= potential scattering cross section 11-17

The first term on the right hand side of 11-13 is the contri-

bution to the collision density from scatterings by the fuel. The

term in parentheses inside the integral is a correction for the

fact that F(u) is the total collision density including absorption.

The second term is the collision source from far outside the

resonance range due to collisions with the moderator. The term E

replaces E for a mixture of elements.

For the case of an infinite mass absorber e±o so that the ker-

nel in the integral acts as a delta function and

E (u) + E E

F(u) = s
pa F(u) +

m

this reduces to

E
t
(u)

TEA

E (u) E
m
E
a
(u)

va--:-Tn- F(u)
1

E + E (u)Eau' '4) EE m a
P

11-18

11-19
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The left hand portion is clearly the true absorption rate den-

sity so that, analogous to equations II-10 to 11-12, the resonance

integral may be determined.

1
zmE

a
(u)

RI - r C,du
10

r Em
L'

+ Ea ku)
11-20

In the absence of the resonance, essentially from what was

obtained previously in 11-9, the total flux may be written as

( )-1
. It can be shown that this is the asymptotic flux due

to a unit source, since in the absence of a resonance the scatter-

ing cross section will be due to potential scattering by all of

the nuclides present. If I is the total effective resonance inte-

gral,gral, the total absorption rate density is given by . It fol-
EE

lows then that the contribution to I from this resonance is

I =
Jr amaa(u')

'
am + cra (u')

du 11-21

The probability that a neutron might escape from the fuel to

the moderator in a heterogeneous configuration introduces the fact

that treatment of heterogeneous cases requires a re-examination of

some of these equations. However, it can be shown (see the

Appendix) that by redefining several quantities, that the hetero-

geneous case may be reduced to the homogeneous case, and only one

functional form for I is required for both cases.
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where

11

Rewriting equation 11-21 the resonance integral is now written

=

a
a
(u')

1 +
a
(u1)/a

m
du' 11-22

u' = lethargy

aa = lethargy dependent absorption cross section

am = microscopic scattering cross section of moderator

N
if homogeneous = a or = (NFS)

-1
if heterogene-Nm

ous fuel

s = average chord length of fuel element

NF = fuel isotope concentration

Nm = moderator concentration

This multiple definition of am which is a result of Wigner's

approximation establishes an equivalence relationship between the

homogeneous and heterogeneous forms.

The Breit-Wigner Equations

Having established this equivalence, it will be necessary to

calculate only the form of the resonance integral using the

Breit-Wigner formulas once and this can then apply to both homo-

geneous and heterogeneous cases. The single-level Breit-Wigner



formula for the absorption cross section is

Gory -

r/2

12

11-23

This relation applies when the nuclei are at rest in the laboratory

system and for S-wave neutrons. The symbol Ei denotes the energy

corresponding to the resonance peak, and E the kinetic energy associ-

ated with the relative velocity between the neutron and the nucleus.

Further definitions are as follows:

*2gr)47

-0 r

r = rn + F

* = X/27 -

A
P* 1+A

27(2p*E)
1/2

where the mass of the neutron is assumed to be unity and

2J' + 1
gJ 2(21' + 1)

where: J' = total angular momentum of neutron and nucleus

I' = spin of nucleus.

11-2)4

11-25

11-26

11-28
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Upon inserting equation 11-23 into the equation 11-22, the follow-

ing relation is obtained:

where

I -1 o
r
y

dx/2E

r(l+x2) [1. (a a_y_xli.x2) -1]
a
m
r

x = r (E-E.)
2

11-29

11-30

The energy dependence of a, r, and E may be ignored over the

range of integration and simply evaluated at Ei since in the case

of narrow resonances r is appreciably less than E. Also, since

the integral is negligible except in the neighborhood of the reson-

ance, the limits can be extended to ±co with little error. Under

these assumptions equation 11-29 reduces to

Ii
1 1/2

°0-y]
F

co
I.

1

m

Also Ii is defined as

a ffr
° y

Ii i 2E.

11-31

11-32

It is convenient to remember the term in the denominator of 11-31

as a self-shielding correction term since this term reduces the



effective resonance integral for an increasing concentration of

the isotope.

In the next chapter we will use equations 11-24 through 11-32

to form a set of average resonance parameters.

Before continuing to the next chapter, it should be noted that

the treatment of resonances described here is not the only approach

in use. On the contrary, there are several approximations to the

solution of the slowing down equations and to the resonance inte-

gral calculation. In addition this paper is only concerned direct-

ly with a small portion of the field of reactor physics of the re-

sonance region. It is worth while to mention here some of the im-

portant works of the field both new and old.

Some of the earliest published works on resonance theory of

note are three papers: Wigner, et al (1955); Creutz, Jupnik,

Snyder, and Wigner (1955); and Creutz, Jupnik, and Wigner (1955).

It is in these papers that the often used "practical width" and

"Wigner's rational approximation" for the escape probability were

suggested, Prior to 1960 Chernick and Vernon (1958) presented a

thorough investigation of the Narrow Resonance (NR) and Narrow

Resonance-Infinite Absorber (NRIA) approximations and suggested

some improvements to the NRIA approximation. A recent investiga-

tion of the NRIA formula has been presented by Ludewig (1967).

Dresner (1960) has covered most of the work prior to 1960

including his own and the above in his book. This book
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apparently remains the only text book to date summarizing all of the

work in the field.

Since that period several significant contributions have been

made to solving the slowing down equations to arrive at the reson-

ance integral. Nordheim (1962) has developed a numerical solution

to the problem of solving the collision density integral equation

assuming that the moderator resonances are narrow and thus assum-

ing the asymptotic solution in the moderator.

Goldstein and Cohen (1962) have devised an improvement on the

normal Narrow Resonance and Narrow Resonance-Infinite Absorber

approximations by showing that most solutions lie in between these

two extremes (Intermediate Resonances). They have proposed to

introduce a factor A, which if 0.0 gives the NRIA formula and if

1.0 gives the NR formula. The solution for A may be based on sev-

eral different approaches. One is based on a variational princi-

ple and the other on equating successive orders of approximation.

Sehgal and Goldstein (1966), Goldstein in "Reactor Physics in the

Resonance and Thermal Regions" (Goodjohn and Pomraning ed., 1966),

and Goldstein (1965, 1966) have extended this work into the herero-

geneous case and improved the solution methods.

One last alternate method is the Monte Carlo approach to reac-

tor physics calculations. The Monte Carlo method uses probabili-

ties or "dice throw" methods to follow the individual histories of
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a large number of neutrons. If the sampling is sufficiently large

the results are quite accurate and can be used as a comparison for

other methods. The large amounts of computer time required mean

that only selected situations can be studied. Levine in "Reactor

Physics of the Resonance and Thermal Regions" (1966) has discussed

this method in detail and its usefulness in solving resonance cap-

ture and allied problems.

There are several topics closely related to the work in the

present paper which have been touched only briefly or not consi-

dered, These include the unresolved resonance regions, the close-

packed lattice (Dancoff) effect, the resonance interference effect,

and the Doppler effect.

The unresolved resonance problem is that for each isotope

there may be a high energy region where the resonance parameters

have not been measured experimentally. Where such a situation

exists, recourse is usually made to statistical methods. This

subject has been dealt with by many authors, including Dresner

;l960) who did much early work in this area. A more recent paper

by Dyos and Stevens (1966) has considered the errors implicit in

this method.

The effect of the depletion of the slowing down density in a

fuel rod at energies corresponding to resonances is due to the

close proximity of other rods. This was first discussed by Dancoff

and Ginsburg (1944). This effect is now commonly known as the
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Dancoff effect. Though a great many papers have been written on

this subject, two recent papers by Leslie, Hill and Jonsson (1965)

and Leslie and Jonsson (1965) cover most of this work. Also in

this area an interesting paper by Bell (1959) and further comments

by Kelber and Kier (1959) show a simple method devised to improve

the rational approximation. This is done by modifying the rational

approximation to provide a transition from the heterogeneous to the

homogeneous situations.

Also largely ignored in the present paper, the resonance inter-

ference effect occurs when two resonances are sufficiently close

together that the tails overlap causing a change of the effect of

the resonance capture cross sections in that energy region. This

effect has been particularly of interest recently because it has

implications in the Doppler coefficient calculations in fast

reactors. Keane (1966) has discussed this subject and estimated

the effect of overlap.

The Doppler effect is the broadening of the resonance lines

due to (thermally induced) increased motion of the atoms in the

lattice. This area is important in the safety of nuclear reactors

as it affects the reactor behavior in a temperature transient.

Solbrig (1961) examines and summarizes the work done in this field

up to 1960. As in the case of the previous discussion, it is not

desirable to cover all of the works in this area as there are many.

It is interesting to note, since it relates to the previous
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discussion, that a recent paper by Hwang (1965) discussed the

effect of resonance interactions on the Doppler coefficients in

fast reactors.

Finally, before continuing to the deviation of the group-

averaged resonance parameters, it should be noted that there has

been some interest in this area by Keane and Pollard (1966) in

their discussions of multigroup cross sections. Their discussion

was, however, related to flux weighted values of the cross sections

using a many (18) group calculation. The method presented in the

next sections differs in its approach by averaging basic parameters

assuming a flux shape.
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CHAPTER III

DERIVATION OF THE GROUP-AVERAGED RESONANCE PARAMETERS

In order to calculate single or multiple energy group cross

sections for energies above thermal, it is necessary to go through

a series of detailed flux and cross section calculations using the

detailed parameters from one of the sources of cross section para-

meters. These calculations require large libraries and are very

time consuming.

The calculation of the resonance integral can be simplified

by having the total effect of the resonances over the desired

energy range represented by a single average resonance using an

assumed 1/E flux. It is appropriate then to define some average

resonance parameters so that the effective resonance integral

equation retains the NRIA equation form

=
'total

CO

'total

[1 + z/am]1/2

for each isotope where I
total

is the total infinitely dilute re-

sonance integral, and Z is the group averaged resonance peak. At

this point no explicit formula for Z has been derived since it

represents a mean of several or of many resonances. It will now

be shown that a consistent mean value for Z is suggested by the

above form of the equation for the effective resonance integral.
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The total effective resonance integral for N-resonances in an

energy group is given by

where

I
total

N I.
1

i=1 [1 + a /a ]

1/2
max m i

a F
o y

a
max r

III-2

111-3

if one assumes that group boundaries are chosen such that no sig-

nificant portion of any resonance is cut off.

It seems desirable, although certainly not necessary, to pre-

serve the infinite dilution behavior of the group averaged formula

so that

N

= 1: I.I
total

i=1
I1

and then one can write directly that

. .
I
total

/:

N Ii

[1 + z/am]1
/2

i=1 [1 + a /a ]

1/2

max m .

1

111-5

The equation on the left is exactly that previously proposed so

that equation 111-5 determines Z uniquely.
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N N T.
.

[

2

1
ic..3 E 1

1/2
1 -1 a

m
111-6

/
Ii=1 i=1 [1 +

amax'amj

Because a
max

lumps certain components together, it does not

uniquely determine all of the components of Z which might include

defining mean values of FY, r, and a
o
, but this is not of use to

this work. It should be noted, however, that to calculate the

correct Doppler broadened line shape for the group-averaged reson-

ance, it would be necessary to perform a fit with more than the

parameter Z. However, the form obtained here will be sufficient

for the present, as Doppler broadening may be approximated to the

first order by reducing the mean resonance peak cross section Z by

multiplying by the T(e,o) function, where

T(e,o) = 7 2 exp (e2/4) erfc (e/2) 111-7

This approximation has been derived and examined by Sheff (1965)

in some detail.

To use a more exact form would require the knowledge of the

energy of the mean resonance and some other parameters. Physical

interpretations are more difficult for such a multiparameter fit,

and it will not be pursued further here.

One final comment is in order before looking at equation 111-6

in more detail. It is still awkward to use the expression 111-6 in
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a computer code directly and still achieve the aim of simplicity

mentioned in the introduction, since for some isotopes 40 to 50 or

more terms will yet be necessary. There is incentive to find an

approximation with fewer terms and yet sufficient accuracy that it

represents Z well over usable ranges of concentration. Some pos-

sible approximations will be suggested from the knowledge to be

gained in examining some simple situations as will be seen in

Chapter IV.
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CHAPTER IV

INVESTIGATION OF THE GROUP-AVERAGED PARAMETER

Next, we wish to learn something about the behavior of equa-

tions III-4 through III-6 with various resonance combinations and to

see what kind of approximations might be generated which have intu-

itive value and possible general value in simplifying the calculations.

To simplify the examination of various relations between the

resonances, the following discussion will be restricted to the form

for two resonances. The definition of the mean resonance parameters

for two resonances is

where

II + 12

+ Z/am )17777

12

IV-1

-177777

Z = mean or group-averaged resonance peak height,

X = height of an individual resonance parameter

divided by am (i.e., am
ax

/a
m

)

I = infinitely dilute resonance integral of an

individual resonance.

The equation above has two basic parameters which will vary,

I and X, so we will examine the interactions of these parameters.

There are a number of possible combinations of I and X for the

two resonances, several of which are not likely situations because
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of the definitions of these variables. Four of these likely com-

binations are listed in Table IV-I and examples of these will be

shown in Table IV-II. Some of the examples of these combinations

in Table IV-II are picked from real resonances, such as the first

one which is based on two 235U resonances. For others it was con-

venient to generate artificial values to illustrate the point.

In discussing the combinations of Table IV-I, it is conveni-

ent to think of combination 1 as representing resonance combina-

tions which have a strongly dominating resonance, combination 2

as representing the situation where one resonance is larger but

not dominating. Finally, combinations 3 and 4 represent situa-

tions where the resonance peaks are the same height. This group-

ing will have significance when these are examined later.

Single Large Dominating Resonance

First, in order to establish some simple working realtions,

equation 11-32 and the term X from equation IV-1 can be rewritten

as proportionalities:

F r
x cc

0

and

IV-2



TABLE IV-I. SOME BASIC TYPES OF RESONANCE COMBINATIONS

Combination

I

II

III

IV

Combination of Resonance Sizes

Xl>>X2

Xl>>X2

X1=X2

X1=X2
W W

I1 >>12

25
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IV-3

Looking at the first approximation in Table IV-I this pair is

obviously compatible with these definitions and we may examine the

equation IV-1 using these assumptions.

Writing equation IV-1 in a slightly different form

7-1777rin = )Ci

using the first type of relationship from Table IV-I X1 >>X2 and

IV -4

I1 >>I2 the result will depend on the size of the term on the right

side of the denominator of IV-4. If X. is small compared to I.

regardless of whether it is due to ( °max) being small in magni-

tude or a
m

large, then

or

1 77: = )177771 IV-5

Z = (a
max

)

1

iv-6
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If X1<<X2 and Il<<I2 then the results are the same as for the

first type with the subscripts exchanged, i.e., (amax
)

2
is inter-

changed with (a
max

)

1

and 12 is interchanged with 11. Note that

even if X1 and X2 are small and the ratio 12/11 is not quite neg-

ligible, then this approximation may not be a sufficient

approximation.

This shortcoming leads to further approximations in search of

improving accuracy and understanding of the phenomenon being inves-

tigated. The first improvement to be examined will be a first-

order expansion of one of the terms in the denominator of

equation IV-4.

Now assume next that
12

)177+77T1 )777;
for 1/(1+YL) is

1
1 - YL + YL2 + YL3 + YL4 . .

1 + YL

. The expansion

and using the form in equation IV-4, the result is

where

00

IV-7

12

)(7-7-7777-= 1 1 7 7 7 1 + 1 - YL + YL2 1V-8



I2 7n-1- XI

YL =

11-1771777

Carrying only the first order terms, squaring both sides, and

rearranging terms a little results in

Z

2
2

(1+X1) [1 + [1YL] 1 a
m

28

IV-9

IV-10

Next, remembering that only the first order terms are desired, the

following results

co

12 12

(amax)].
1 - 2YL + 2 + 2 - 2YL a IV-11

I1 I1

This may be further simplified by substituting

311174- X1
X1 X2

11 + X2 7
giving the interesting form

IV-12

CO 00

12 12

z (amax)1 1
[ 07 (X1-X2) + (amax)]. (amax)2 -70

IV-13
II Il

A more intuitive way of thinking of IV-11 or IV-13 is as a base

value, roughly the amax of IV-6, plus the second term, a strongly con-

centration-dependent correction factor. The size of the correction

factor will depend on the isotope and the values of am where the

variable factor in a
m

is proportional to the inverse of the fuel
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concentration, NF. Actually the larger resonance would be chosen

as the divisor but normally the lower resonance is frequently

chosen due to the energy dependence (see equations 11-23 and 11-32).

If we now refer back to equation IV-8, this equation can be

expanded to include the second order terms so that

2 )
I ;

(1+Xl) 1 + 2 -- +
"2 lc

[1 - 2YL + 3YL21 -1 Qm IV-14

II I'[

where again:

I21f7+7-
YL =

IF-TT;

When this multiplication is performed the result is

12 12 117) 2 -2
m

= 1 + XI + 2 + + + Xi. 77
Ii I1 I1 I1

00 CO

12 12

- 2YL - 2YLX" - 4 -70 YL - 4Xi YL
I1 I1

00 00

12 12
3,y1,2 3m2x1+ 6 ,y1,2

I1 I1

m m 212 12

+ 3YL2X1 i 7- - 2 --co- - 2YLX1 (-70
Il I1 I1

IV-15

Iv-16

By rearranging a little, the coefficients of 12/11 and its power

may be collected so that



00

12

= (amax )1 (1 2YD + 3YL2) + 2 (1 - 2YL + 3.YL2)

[

2

12 12

(1 - 2YL + 3YL2) + -2.YL + 3.YL2+ 2. (1. .
I1 II

. 2

12

2YL + 3YL2) + .(1 2YL + 3YL2) 'am
IT
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IV-17

A rather obvious pattern has emerged so that one could carry more

powers of YL by adding them to the 1 - 2YL + 3.YL2 term.

For the final form one more simplification is in order to

bring the result in line with the assumed restriction to second

order products. Dropping all but second order terms yields

co 2co

12 12

z (omax)1
(I - 2YL + 3.YL2) + 2. 0. (1 - 2 YL) +

Il Il

. .

[

2

12 12

co

I
+ (-2YL + 3YL2) + 2.-- (1 2- YL ) + .a

m
IV-18

Il Il

The first order correction, equation IV -13, is a considerable improve-

ment over using Z=(a
max

)

'

so the second order is a further improvement.

For the pair of resonances from case 1, Table IV-II, one

might expect good results from the first order expansion and this

is verified in the curves of Figure IV -I. The second order approxi-

mation is slightly better than the first order with the curve

shifting from below to slightly above the theoretical curve, as is
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TABLE IV-II. RESONANCE PARAMETERS FOR SEVEN

COMBINATIONS OF RESONANCE SIZES

Theoretical Z values, barns
Case Approxi-

a
max

,

I , _3
Number mation Energy barns barns m = lx10 lx10

-5
1x10

-7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

W MI>>I2
X1» X2

i1 «I2

X1<<X2

11=12

x1 »x2

11=12

x1 =x2

1112

x2»x2

-
Ii»I2

x1 =x2

11«12

xl=x2

8.79

9.28

8.79

9.28

8.50

8.70

8.50

8.7o

8.50

8.70

8.50

9.00

8.50

9.00

577.68

68.23

72

547

155.2

47.6

155.2

158.9

155.2

1440.3

155.2

155.1

155.2

155.0

13.21

1.732

1.93

11.86

2.868

2.869

2.868

2.869

2.868

2.601

2.868

1.624

2.868

4.059

501.8

463.5

99.4

157.0

592.8

155.2

155.1

518.6

480.4

101.4

157.0

766.1

155.2

155.1

518.6

480.6

101.4

157.0

766.4

155.2

155.1
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Second order approximation with
level correction (equation IV -I$)

10-8

max)1

Theoretical- ------- - - - - -- - - -
First order approximation Second order approximation
(equation IV-13) without level correction

(equation IV-18 except without
second term on right-hand side)
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NF, Nuclei/barn

lo-4 lo-3

Figure IV-I. A Comparison of Several Calculations for Z for Approximation I
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characteristic of successive series approximations. It is inter-

esting to note that the second term in equation IV-18 will asump-

totically approach (a
ax

m), demonstrating a level correction which

is very nearly a constant shift. Of course, the first order

approximation would exhibit a similar behavior.

The curvesof Figures IV-II and IV-III demonstrate the range

of infinitely dilute resonance integral ratios over which the first

and second order approximations are accurate for fixed resonance

peak heights. This curve was generated using the largest effec-

tive resonance integral as the divisor as in equation IV-4. Had

the first resonance been used, the curve would have turned upward

rather than downward as the ratio 12/11 neared 1.0 as shown by the

dashed line. Note that there is little difference between figures

IV-II and The accuracy of the second order approximation

seems better over the range of I2 /IT from 0.1 - 1.0 at NFS at 107

than at 10-3. Note that the two different second order expansions

are simply different definitions of the denominator of equation IV-15.

Non-Dominant Resonance Combinations

Next, upon examination of combination IV-II of Table IV-I, if

I remains about constant, it appears that X1 >>X2 and X1 >>X2 are

feasible since I constant implies that

E.

X m T.-,1 -

because

IV-19
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Figure IV-II. Calculated Z Values for a Range of Infinitely Dilute Resonance
Integral Ratios - Dilute Concentration
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First order expansion based
on largest resonance
(equation IV-13)
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'
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/

1

I
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1 I I I. 11111
10-1

1

I I 1

Second order expansion based
on the lowest lying resonance
(equation IV-18)

Second order expansion based
on largest resonance
(equation IV-18)

Theoretical equation

(equation IV-1)
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Figure IV-III. Calculated Z Values for a Range of Infinitely Dilute Resonance
Integral Ratios - High Concentrations
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y

= constant
rE2.

1
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IV-20

Since Fn ry /F is changing as E2 and since r is the sum of F
n

, F
y'

and r
F'

F may increase with energy, stay constant, or decrease

depending on the behavior of rF.

For this situation, a slightly different form of equation IV-1

is useful so that from

W W
+ 12

7777771_ IV -21
IT IT

v71771 -11777

rearranging this equation yields

M M
12/

77777111 =
1 1 17/11 -

]-1-17F Xi 3r7---.1-X2 311771- X2

If 11=12 then the first simplest step is to take the term

1 + 2

IV-22

as essentially zero, especially when compared to the

other two terms in the denominator. This yields

W W
1 + 12/11

-)/1 + Z/a
m 1

1 +X1 1 +X2

IV -23

There is a simple expression when X1 >>X2 and I1 =12 only under the

special assumption that 12/11 is indeed essentially 1.0 so that



)/1 + Z/am =
1

2
H
m1

71/77-1-X2

37

IV-24

where H
m

denotes the harmonic mean. This may be further simplified

if X1 is so large so that 1/17777 40 and thus

and

11777777 = 47.771-x IV-25

4.(amax)1 3. am
IV -26

although this is seldom true. For example for a peak height of

1440 barns and a concentration of 10-2,1/11 i-X1 is about 1/117

or about .3.

co co

For X1 <<X2 and 11=12 the result is just the same as for the

second approximation with the subscripts interchanged.

It is worthwhile to take note that the harmonic mean can be

reduced to an average fairly easily under certain conditions. This

is shown by first writing the harmonic mean,

)177777
111

= H
111

-

1 +X2

2

Next we can write

2 TT-7f, + X2FTT/77
m )17TT A1 77;

IV-27

IV-28



If X1 and X2 <1 then the expansion of VTTXmay be used as

follows

38

x x2777= 7 + -8- + . IV-29

If only first order terms are carried upon inserting this into

equation IV-28

1 Z/am
2(1 + X1/2)(1 + X2/2)

2 + X1/2 + X2/2
IV-30

Again by dropping second order terms the numerator may be reduced

to give

X X
2(1 + + -2 )

2 2

1
+Z /am X0

2 + X) +X0
2

Dividing the numerator by the denominator will give

1 -4.n7/7 '-' 1 +
4

+ 24=2

IV-31

IV-32

Squaring both sides and cancelling the ones on both sides (again

keeping only first order terms) we get

(a )1 + (0 )2
max

2

max
Z = IV-33

Thus if X1 and X2 are somewhat less than 1.0 the harmonic mean of

1/7777 and 11772 for )(177777:: reduces to give approximately

a simple average of (Gmax)1 and (a
max

)2 for Z.
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co. m
If X1 is not large and 11#12 even though Xl>>X2 then one can

use a correction to the harmonic mean. One method is to use a

polynomial expansion. This approach will be suggested by the fol-

lowing equations. First write that

[
[Exact Form] = (Approximate Form)

(Exact Form)
IV-34

Approximate Form

This will give

777777 = H
m m

IMO

(1 + 17/17)

1

v77777 47777

and with a little rearranging

H
m

41 + Z/am = Hm

1 + (1/2) (H
m
)][

1/2(1 + 17/17)

Iv-35

IV-36

The harmonic mean, Hm, will generally be of at least order 1.0 and

usually 1 + X2 will also be of about order 1.0, hence when

(I7/I7 - 1)<1.0 only a few terms may be needed. If the denomina-

tor of the term inside the brackets of equation IV-36 is expanded

keeping first order terms, we get

+ Z/o = H 1-(1/2) (H ) (1/2)(1 + I7/I7) IV-37m m
X2 m
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Thus we have a correction term of

(Co
- 1

C = [1 - (1/2) (H )][(1/2)(1 + I7/17)] IV -38
R

-177721

where more terms as necessary may be carried. Now the expression

for Z is

z = [(.1m)2(y2 - 'Pam IV-39

As a further step, it has already been shown that under the condi-

tions assuming X1 and X2<<1 that an average may be substituted for

the harmonic mean so that

(1/2)(1 + 17/I1)
C
R 17/11 - 1

1 + (1/2)( 1/7777 m
)(1.1 )

average

or that by expanding the denominator

17/17 - 1

C
R

= [1-(1/2)( 1--77 m
)

average
][(1/2)(1 + I7/17)]

1 +X2

Iv-40

Iv-41

Next we also might further assume 1 + X2 is approximately 1.0 so

that the final result is

C
R

= 1/2(1 + I7/17) IV-42

This should work well in those cases where X1 and X2 are both very

much less than one.
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The three figures IV-IV, IV-V, and IV-VI demonstrate some of

the calculations just discussed. First figure IV-IV shows how the

theoretical calculation varies with concentration for non-dominant

resonance combination given as the third approximation in table

IV-II plus two pertubations of these data. The center combination

varies little since 12/11 is approximately 1.0 for this curve; one

might expect most of the approximations to work very well and

indeed they do. The calculations which are not essentially exact

for 12/11 = 1.0 at high nuclear densities (N
F

) are the calculations

using an average in place of the harmonic mean which breaks

down. This is due to the use of only the first order terms in the

expansions of the square roots of the harmonic mean so that the

limits of this approximation are being strained at this point.

For the perturbations where 12/11 is not near 1.0, the first

order approximate correction to the harmonic mean breaks down and

in fact is not shown as it is too low except at 12/11 = 1.0. The

same is true for using first order corrected averages in place of

the harmonic mean. The averages in place of the harmonic mean,

with and without corrections, diverge at the larger values of NFS.

They are equal in accuracy to the corresponding harmonic mean equa-

tions at low nuclear densities.

The harmonic mean with no corrections is always represented

by the center solid line since it cannot reflect any changes in

the dilute resonance ratio as the expression for the harmonic
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mean does not contain any dilute resonance integral terms.

Figures IV-V and IV-VI demonstrate how far the assumption of

assumption can be stretched. First, figure IV-V demonstrates

the expansion correction to the harmonic mean shown in equation

1V-39. As is obviously expected the fourth order expansion has a

narrower range of applicability than the tenth order expansion.

m 00

Both are quite accurate for a narrow range around 12/11 = 1.0 but

then first the fourth order, then the tenth order begin to diverge.

These curves were plotted for a relatively high concentration

F
g = 10-3 nuclei/barn). Similar calculations for lower densi-

ties are much more sensitive to errors since any error will be

multiplied by the inverse of NFS as in equation IV-39. For figure

IV-VI N 7 is 10-7 nuclei/barn. Thus, as is seen in figure IV-VI,

the tenth order expansion correction is applicable over a much

narrower range than in figure IV-V. The fourth order expansion

form is accurate only at 12/11 very near 1,0 and is not plotted in

figure IV -V. This exercise serves to vividly demonstrate just how

sensitive the calculation is to the accuracy of any correction

factor for the harmonic mean.

Next the figures show that substituting an average in place

of the harmonic mean in the otherwise theoretical equation is very

good for both high and low nuclear densities. The fact that the

approximation does not work quite as well for high densities as low

densities points out again that the arithmetic average breaks down

for high densities.
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Figure IV-VI demonstrates the importance of the V77777

divisor term in the denominator of equation IV -36. Without this

term and possibly using an average in place of the harmonic mean

it would mean that all terms of the equation would be constant for

a particular isotope except am. The exact form of IV-36 less the

division of 1777 is written as

1/2(1 + 17/I1)
Z = (Harmonic Mean) IV-43

1 + (1/2)(I2/11 - 1)(Harmonic Mean)

and the curve shows that Z values are sensitive to the presence of

this VT 772 term if 17/17 is significantly different from 1.0.

Figures IV-IV and IV-V also demonstrate that as the ratio

12/11 is varied other approximations become valid. This is demon-

strated by plotting the approximation based on an expansion around

a single large resonance of equations IV-11 and IV-18. This shows

co co

that as 12/11 approaches very small values that this approximation

gets quite good. This then demonstrates a transition from the

resonance combination type 1 to type 3. The first order correction

is not accurate for high nuclear densities.

A general conclusion that can be stated at this point is that

for small 12/11, the first resonance should be dominant and the

co

value of Z will generally be at its greatest value. As 12/11 in-

creases the resonances pass through a value of one for this ratio

where an average of the two resonance peaks yields Z. Finally the
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m m
ratio of 12/11 increases to the point where the second resonance

becomes the predominant resonance. This last is not really listed

m m
in the combinations on Table IV-I and the likelihood of 12/11 being

very much larger than one does not seem very great, at least for

the real resonances we will consider here.

It is interesting to note that the harmonic mean in figure

IV-V is identical to an arithmetic average of the two peaks

(101.4 barns). In this case the peaks are relatively small and

thus so is X for N
F
S less than 10-3 nuclei per barn.

Equal Resonance Peak Heights

Next if X1=X2 we may examine some of the other combinations.

A constant X implied that

r r

X . constant
Erg

and it follows that

Iv-1414

IV-45

These last two approximations (cases 6 and 7 in Table IV-II)

based on the fourth combination in Table IV-I can use the same

basic form of equation IV-1 as the previous three (cases 3, 4, and

5 in Table IV-II)
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This can be rewritten slightly and
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Iv-46

[IT + 17] )1777T
1/777-77 = IV-47

m )1177
+ 12

1/7772-

Now if X1=X2 most of the terms drop out so that

)177777: = 1177FX1= /777772

00 00

so that the sizes of I1 and 12 do not influence the results appre-

ciably even if the approximation is rough. Thus it follows that

Z = (a ) (a )

max 1 max 2

00 00 00 00

IV-49

regardless of whether 11>12 or I1<12. No other approximation is

needed, as may be seen by examining the results of approximations

6 and 7 in Table IV-II.

General Conclusions and Expansion to N Resonances

It seems now that there are several solutions suggested by

these investigations which may have reasonably general application.

There are two or three basic solution forms which have resulted.



The first is a form based on a single large peak and next is a form

based on the harmonic mean or roughly an average value. The last

is the situation where all of the resonances are approximately

eugal so that one can consider this a degenerate form of the sec-

ond type.

The simple approximations are simplifications of the theore-

tical equation which have intuitive meaning based on the conditions

under which they were derived. These investigations will form a

basis for analysis of the much more complicated situation for real

fuel isotope resonances. Using what has been presented up to now

should allow one to predict, at least roughly, the behavior of the

calculated group-averaged resonance parameters. The approximate

equations should give accurate results for those situations which

resemble the simple cases of the preceeding discussion.

Before going on to this discussion, however, more general

forms of the several forms which are to be applied to the real

isotopes are needed.

Considering first the first order expansion around a single

large resonance, it can easily be shown that by carrying this to N

resonances and expanding around the largest resonance the following

results.

N cc N
147-7-17

Z= (cy
max

)

2,

1- 2 E l' ''' + 2 1: I : /I; +

Im1/777;
k=1 2, k=1
102 102



N N
I00 )1777-

+ 2 [ E Im/Ic° - E k 2,

Q
k 2,

k=1 k=1 IN7-7-7k
142, k#2

Next the harmonic mean for N terms is written

Harmonic Mean =
N

)(777 -17777
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Now looking back to equation IV-36, that equation written for N

resonances is

1/7777 = H
m m

N

(1/N)(1 - 1: I:/IT)
k=2

1 + (1/N)(H
N I;/IT - 1

)

m k=2 ,r7,7-
k

IV-52

where the last term in the denominator in IV-36 is recognized as

(1/N)(Hm).

If the last term in the denominator of IV-52 is rewritten as

follows:

I2 /IT - 1 13/11 - 1

Ar1-777 ArT7177;

then rearranging

1

Arr.-77/(12/i, - 1) )/7-7-777(12/1, 1)

IV-53

+ IV-54
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so that this may be thought of as N - 1 over the inverse of the

harmonic mean of these components or

N - 1
IV-55

where 1114 is the harmonic mean of the denominator components of

equation IV-54.

Note that equation IV-55 still gives the theoretical equation in

a slightly different form. Another slightly different treatment

of the right-most bracketed term of equation IV-52 is to assume

that the shielding terms 1 + Xk may be treated as though they

were about constant so that one might use a harmonic mean or an

average of the shielding terms and sum the infinitely dilute reson-

ance integral components giving the form

N

z '17/1°3_
k=2

(7)/77R)
average

IV-56

where ( 777)
average

is the harmonic mean or the average of the

second through the Nth shielding terms. One would expect this

approximation to work best when there is little variation in peak

sizes.

In applying the group averaged method to computer codes, one

desires to have the simplest possible form to minimize computation

time in a calculation that is likely to be repeated many times
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during a reactor depletion calculation. Thus in practice it may be

expedient to use a simplified form normalized to the theoretical

results by adjusting one or more parameters to give the correct

results. For example, such an equation might be suggested by

equation IV-52 with IV-56 substituted in the denominator giving

1 -17-7,/arn = HM

N

(1/N) (1 + I;/17)
k=2

N

1: (Ik/I1 - 1)

k=2
1 + 1/N Hm

( 11177F )C)
average

One might further simplify this to the form

1177777 = + (a
m
ax)

avg
Ics
m

A

1 + + (a
m

) /aax avg m1
max avg m

IV-57

IV-58

where only two variables need to be determined by normalization

(i.e., a curve fit to theoretical results) (a
max

)

avg
and

(amax )ave . This will not be pursued any further here, as it was

intended only to demonstrate the relationship of this study to such

an application.

Calculations with Real Resonances

Next, it is interesting to examine some real resonances using
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the knowledge gained in the preceding sections to interpret these.

It will also be of interest to apply some of the approximate for-

mulas derived in the previous sections to these real resonances as

this will also be indicative of whether these resonances may be

characterized by these simplified models.

The calculations presented next are all for the capture reson-

ance integral form as derived and discussed in the previous chap-

ters. Figures IV -VII through IV-XI present results of the exact

calculations to the effective group averaged value of the resonance

height Z for 235U, 238U, 239Pu, 240pu, and 241pu, which are of

great interest to reactor designers. The energy range extends

over all resolved resonances as reported in BNL-325 (1964) for

these isotopes.

co

The total dilute resonance integrals, I , computed by the NRIA

method and used in the above results are shown in Table

These compare reasonably well with reported values.

Tables IV-V through IV-IX show the individual resonances of

interest in the calculations. A close examination of these can

yield some interesting facts about these expected average para-

meters of these isotopes.

For 235U, (a
max

)

1

is less than several other resonances while

co

I , is near several others so this case somewhat resembles reson-

ance combination 5 of Table IV-I:
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TABLE IV-III, TOTAL INFINITELY DILUTE
CAPTURE RESONANCE INTEGRALS,
BARNS

235u 238u* 239pu* 240pu* 241 PU *

144 271 121 8131 116

* To 0045 ev
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IV-59

which would predict that the result should be a harmonic mean of

the resonances. In figure IV-VII that the harmonic mean, equation

IV-51, does not give quite the expected result reflects the fact

that the group averaged Z value is weighted by the size of the

dilute resonance integrals which the harmonic mean cannot include.

Also, from the discussion above one would not expect the

first order approximation of equation IV-11 to fit these resonances

and indeed the result is on the order of 3000 and much too large

and outside the range of the coordinates of the curve.

The result using the averaged shielding factor as shown in

equations IV-56 and IV-57 is not as good as the harmonic mean or

theoretical form of equations IV-52 and IV-55. The average is not

as good as a result of a wide variation in peak height and infin-

itely dilute resonance integrals. The numbers in Table IV-IV com-

pare the theoretical term of equation IV-55 and the "averaged"

factor of equation IV-56. These represent in one form or the

other the last term in the denominator of the right-hand term in

equation IV-52.

As can be seen in Table IV-VI, for 238U, the first four or

five lower lying resonances are the significant ones. Since these

have, for the most part, infinitely dilute resonance integrals
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TABLE IV-IV. A COMPARISON OF FACTORS FOR
USE IN CORRECTING THE
HARMONIC MEAN FOR 235U

Theoretical "Averaged"

Harmonic Mean Correction Correction

of Shielding Factor Factor

Factors (Equation IV-55) (Equation IV-56)

1.10296 -089646 -002234
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TABLE IV-V,

Ev ev

SOME OF THE RESONANCE INTEGRALS
AND PARAMETERS FOR 235U

a , barns co

max I , barns

209000000-001 2 7953035+001 2.0440158+001
1.1350000+000 300496593+001 6,6263539+000
200399999+000 803395583+001 300180765+000
208399999+000 307157640+000 401103546-001

3.1499999+000 2 9120961+001 200330249+000
3.6099999+000 905296713+001 306075261+000
408449999+000 3.6337038+002 405945169+000

5.4599999+000 501130734+001 9.2672194-001
5.8399999+000 202587264+001 504678023-001
601699999+000 402758387+001 807085459-001
603899999+000 9.3356679+002 100786037+001
7 0799999+000 2.0842273+002 209132107+000
807900000+000 507768421+002 103213902+001
902800000+000 608229116+001 107323376+000
907500000+000 808053398+001 502488328-001
100160000+001 401445637+001 600873494-001
100700000+001 308452181+001 205966567-001
101670000+001 103705797+003 7 9327073+000
1.2390000+001 1,2981031 +003 101355506+001
102900000+001 2,6168745 +001 206447875-001
103340000+001 9.4927465+001 505888901-001
1 3700000+001 108381566+001 2 3183241-001
104000000+001 9 3442473+001 101532633+000
1.4530000+001 102657429+002 7.1154565-001
1 5450000+001 101789529+002 101935530+000
106100000+001 3.8666625+002 201126031+000
106670000+001 702347381+001 905440952-001
108050000+001 7.1938247+001 100016641+000
108970000+001 509550651+001 303531084-001
109300000+001 1.1728337+003 905454995+000
2.0650000+001 8,9055917+001 6.2323245-001
201100000+001 809947079+002 406872936+000
202050000+001 1.0782359+001 207498421-002
202950000+001 107601640+002 1 1083521+000
203400000+001 8.2395646+002 2.0464900+000
203650000+001 406991922+002 109038880+000
204320000+001 106025204+002 608313016-001
205200000+001 9.1794448+001 505501806-001
205550000+001 7 5511361+001 4.4102632-001
206480000+001 109125747+002 802821444-001
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TABLE IV-V (Continued)

max
, barns

58

Imo, barns

207160000+001 5.7056998+001 1 7489384-001
2.7840000+001 104326544+002 10508363+000
2.8350000+001 1.5193132+001 101785331-001
2.9630000+001 6,3156915+001 204441712-001

300600000+001 303719816+001 2.5964176-001
2,0850000+001 2.5322467+002 7 7368916-001
302050000+001 4.6919492+002 202995601+000

3.3509999+001 501872329+002 2 3794353+000
3.4350000+001 5.8466160+002 2.2725647+000

304810000+001 106911450+002 8.3943876-001

3.5160000+001 4.5760303+002 304754293+000

3.8300000+001 6.3142117+002 7.7689287-001

3 9410000+001 4.9140403+002 1.8606958+000
4.0600000+001 1.7843096+002 305897734-001
401900000+001 302065010+002 100818807+000
4.2699999+001 9 1862011+001 201627561-001
4.3449999+001 1.8956918+002 4.5231542-001
403939999+001 9 2014301+001 207295688-001

4 4649999+001 2.4005416+002 408137345-001

4.7000000+001 8.4006708+001 2 9479826-001
4.8299999+001 1 8603311+002 404165738-001

4 8799999+001 201350748+002 4.3296555-001

4.9949999+001 109256076+002 3 6333151-001
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significantly greater than any of the remainder, one would expect

either the largest of these or an average of these to accurately

predict the theoretical value of Z. Actually the largest is 22663

barns, somewhat too large, and a simple average of the first five

peaks is near 14,000 barns and too small. Obviously the real ans-

wer is weighted by the size of the infinitely dilute resonance

integrals as represented by the right-most term in equation IV-52.

From this, one might expect the expansion based on a single

large resonance of equation IV-11 to be applicable and the harmonic

mean of all the peaks to be much too low and this is the case as

demonstrated in Figure IV -VIII.. The harmonic mean gave about

1500 barns and thus was much too low.

For 239Pu, as can be seen from Table V-VII, the situation is

distinctly similar to combination 6 of Table IV-I:

X]=X2

W W

I1 >12

so that it would be expected

Z = (a )1
max

iv-6o

Iv-61

This is borne out in practice, as is shown by Figure IV-IX. The

result is then well described by the expansion based on a large

peak.

Note also that the method based on a corrected harmonic mean

as described by equation IV-57 works very well. This is due to
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TABLE IV-VI. SOME OF THE RESONANCE INTEGRALS

E, ev

AND PARAMETERS FOR 238U

Q , barns
max Imo, barns

606699999+000 200668501+004 103385523+002
100200000+001 105086896+001 505760991-002
201000000+001 2 2663144+004 509331924+001
3.6699999+001 107832102+004 4.3504166+001
606200000+001 909582811+003 101578224+001
801100000+001 205825934+003 101504891+000
809500000+001 803513737+001 403971942-002
1 0270000+002 4 9528746+003 6 9693814+000
101690000+002 506025059+003 306135041+000
104570000+002 403677521+002 1 3326140-001
1.6540000+002 1 3941312+003 401043971-001
1.8960000+002 106440772+003 2 2882985 +000
200860000+002 206985283+003 106459521+000
203740000+002 207410800+003 904311326-001
206390000+002 900297813+001 103560465-002
2 7370000+002 204054362+003 606264329-001
2.9109999+002 2.2489436+003 4 2474074-001
301109999+002 3.1070333+002 4.0772908-002
304789999+002 1.3926146+003 6.2248837-001
3 7689999+002 2.9427380+002 3.2071308-002
309759999+002 804100624+002 1 5616014-001
4.1029999+002 106073918+003 2 2153495-001
403419999+002 1.3003790+003 1.3642616-001
405419999+002 1.1616255+002 1.0043348-002
4.6329999+002 9 9019530+002 707887193-002
407869999+002 5.4088995+002 409873669-002
4.8889999+002 9.1711060+001 7.4961504-003
5.1859999+002 1.2149560+003 2 6127984-001
503550000+002 101277766+003 2,0510432-001
505609999+002 1.2569042+002 901243498-003
5.8019999+002 1.1182865+003 1.6651662-001
509519999+002 7.8678289+002 201594583-001
6.2000000+002 1 0505980+003 1.4373354-001
6.2869999+002 409893493+002 3.6150796-002
6.6119999+002 505107542+002 1.8983037-001
6.7700000+002 1.3070060+002 1.8543131-003
609329999+002 8.8977964+002 1.1894132-001
7.0850000+002 8.8488970+02 100594063-001
7.2179999+002 1 5972947+002 901072865-003
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E, ev

TABLE IV-VI (Continued)

a , barns
max Imo, barns

7 3009999+002 200426673+002 101690052-002
7 3225999+002 000000000 000000000
706509999+002 5 6973757+002 3 6962662-002
707919999+002 200183698+002 100863820-002
709089999+002 603791549+002 205339093-002
8 2159999+002 703205221+002 102736277-001
805100000+002 6 5247750+002 9 9961688-002
8.5619999+002 505168905+002 100829849-001
806650000+002 302796919+002 106944503-002
8 9129999+002 102935345+002 509727583-003
900509999+002 7 0344158+002 1.0499036-001
902519999+002 508190431+002 304578289-002
803689999+002 304478250+002 10o116016-001
905839999+002 3 1957541+002 9.3756004-002
909179999+002 109341105+002 101640195-001
100112999+003 1.2256744+002 5.0069169-003
1 0230000+003 5.8039520+002 303865016-002
100332000+003 607650449+001 206432541-003
100539000+003 500217168+002 607361979-002
100811000+003 6 4653079+001 204142152-003
100984000+003 502630871+002 2 7848465-002
101089000+003 509371260+002 400368687-002
1.1350000+003 107987519+002 608170875-003
101404000+003 200455662+002 701848224-002
1.1675000+003 403814436+002 506001989-002
101776000+003 407151694+002 502203198-002
101950000+003 309272266+002 505752112-002
102109000+003 4.2403303+002 108702076-002
102451000+003 108735553+002 6 0272886-002
102670000+003 501976107+002 303508114-002
1.2732000+003 501515407+002 3 4320513-002
102985000+003 202353821+002 707338431-003
103172000+003 206678200+002 904488894-003
1.3357000+003 100546634+002 302867777-003
103930000+003 201166637+002 406543054-002
104051000+003 303617263+002 400212253-002
101497000+003 309428875+002 105705068-002
104278000+003 405116022+002 209284307-002
1.4441000+003 4 5590188+002 2.3803173-002
104738000+003 302471034+002 306338448-002
105231000+003 106465633+002 309905926-002



E, ev

TABLE IV-VI (Continued)

a
max

, barns

63

I , barns

105650000+003 103471596+002 307048855-003
106229000+003 207655299+002 300782504-002
1,6621000 +003 108549946+002 302432225-002
106883000+003 3.0298735+002 2.6780457-002
107094000 +003 304294704+002 203635464-002
107230000+003 305231962+002 102426671-002
107558000+003 209133930+002 204760941-002
107823000+003 6.7126481+001 301059316-002
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the correction term using an average shielding factor improving

the harmonic mean. Note that in Table IV-VII the resonances above

the first are small and the average divisor term would be a good

representation of the situation. The harmonic mean of equation

IV-55 gives about 1000 barns, too low an estimate, as might be

expected from a situation where a large resonance is dominating.

pu,For 240 the parameters shown in Table IV-VIII indicate a

situation similar to combination 1 of Table IV-I.

X1>X2

00 CO

I1>12
IV-62

so that the observed result in Figure IV-X is close to the value

of the lowest peak

Z (amax)1 = 163,600 barns. IV-63

The first order approximation of equation IV-11 fits this data

quite well.

Also the corrected harmonic mean using the average shielding

factor as shown in equation IV-57 is a quite good estimator for Z

of 240Pu as the situation is very similar to 239Pu where all but

the first resonance peaks are about equal in magnitude.

Finally, for 241Pu the values of amax and I
co

in Table IV-IX

indicate that this isotope behaves similarly to combination 1 in

Table IV-I:
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TABLES IV-VII. RESONANCE INTEGRALS AND

PARAMETERS FOR 239Pu

a
max

, barnsE, ev Imo, barns

.2960-00 02146+04 01127+04
07850+01 01352+04 02219+02
01095+02 04385+03 01069+02
01190+02 .1732+04 01486+02
01430+02 02375+03 03109+01
01468+o2 .1797+04 .1538+02
.1550 +02 .5789+01 04928-00
01770+02 .9931+03 07765+01
.2220+02 06344+03 04938+01
02390+02 04268+02 .2300-00
.2620+02 .7866+o3 .3773+01
.2750 +02 .2075+03 .5097-00
03230+02 .1039+02 .1314-00
03550+02 .3608+03 07024-00
.4170+02 .2908+04 .8325+o1
.4460 +o2 .2961+04 .5318+01
.4780+02 .3544+02 .3377-00
05010+02 01320 +04 .2981+01
.5270+02 04414+04 08289+01
.5800+02 .5529+03 .3489+01
5940 +02 .1776+o2 .9395-01
.6600+o2 .1189+04 .2746+01
.7490+02 .5986+03 02398+01
.855o+o2 .1016+04 .2519+01
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TABLE IV-VIII, RESONANCE INTEGRALS AND

PARAMETERS FOR 2 4 0pu

E, ev .max,
barns m

2barnsI--
01056+01 01636+06 08029+04
.2040+02 .8233+04 02155+02
03810+02 01504+05 02915+02
.4160+02 05330+04 04265+01
06630+02 09549+04 01697+02
07240+02 .9106+04 .1166+02
.9000+02 06767+04 5551 +01
.1043+03 05620+04 07618+01
01200+03 .5152+04 05395+01
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TABLE IV-IX. RESONANCE INTEGRALS AND

PARAMETERS FOR 241pu

e
J
Ev Amax'

barns
max

.
I , barns

.2600-00 07484+03 .4973+03

04300+01 01570+04 .4015+02

04580+01 01238+03 08494+01

05920+01 01121+02 04134+01

06930+01 .3198+03 09425+01

08600+01 03802+03 07640+01

09500+01 03905+02 .1033+01

01010+02 08868+01 01296+01

01278+02 04312+02 01458+01

01340+02 .1326+04 01088+02

01475+02 06461+03 .1067+02

01598+02 .2133+02 .1017+01

.1669+02 08033+02 01663+01

01783+02 02170+04 01147+02

.2070+02 01070+03 ,7306-00

02190+02 .2138+02 .1994-00

.2300+02 02124+02 05222-00

02400+02 07267+02 01046+01

.2640+02 09770+02 01744+01

2880+02 01794+02 .6851-00

02940+02 01939+03 .9321-00
.3090+02 04042+02 07192-00

3500 +02 05781+01 01920-00
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W
11>12

72

iv-64

so that it is no surprise that again

(amax)1 = 74804 barns IV-65

as is shown in Figure IV-XI. Again, the first order approximation

of equation IV-11 worked well.

The correction based on the average shielding factor of

equation IV-57 works reasonably well but not as well as for 239Pu

or 240Pu where there was less variation in capture resonance peak

heights. The harmonic mean is much too low again as would be ex-

pected for the same reasons as for 239Pu and 240pu.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, what has been presented here is first a basic

definition of the Narrow Resonance-Infinite Absorber (NRIA) approxi-

mation to the resonance integral equation:

i
du'I

1 + a
a
(u')/a

m

a
a
(u')

V-1

From this basic definition a consistent set of equations has been

defined which yielded energy-group averaged resonance parameters.

In doing this an attempt was made to have the assumptions as real-

istic as possible in light of what might be expected from such an

averaging technique.

Using this theoretical form a number of simple resonance size

combinations have been studied and from these simple combinations

have resulted several approximate forms which have intuitive use-

fulness in understanding the observed effects for complex systems

of resonances.

When this knowledge is applied to some real resonances it is

indeed possible to interpret the results and at the same time see

what kind of results one gets from some interesting and important

isotopes. Of the isotopes studies 235U and 238U were the most dif-

ficult to predict as they have more complicated resonance structures
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than the three plutonium isotopes. None of the simple approxima-

tions were accurate to less than ten percent error. The plutonium

isotopes resonance structures are simple and are more easily

approximated, especially by the first order expansion based on a

single large peak (equation IV-11) as each is characterized by a

large low-lying resonance.

In trying to apply this method to a computing system one

might, for simplicity, revert to the engineering expedient of a

curve fit. The knowledge gained from the presentation herein

should form a functional basis for such an approach and allow under-

standing and interpretation of the results.
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APPENDIX

DERIVATION OF EQUIVALENCE OF HOMOGENEOUS AND

HETEROGENEOUS EQUATIONS FOR THE NARROW

RESONANCE-INFINITE ABSORBER ASSUMPTIONS

We shall limit ourselves to a situation where the average

lethargy increment per collision () of the absorbing material in

a lump is much less than the lethargy width of the resonance under

consideration. This means that we are effectively assuming that

the mass of the absorber is infinite. However, the average leth-

argy increment per collision with the moderator or diluent in the

lump will be large with respect to the lethargy extent of the

resonance. The narrow resonance assumption made with respect to

any non-resonant diluent present in the lump implied that for the

purposes of the computation of resonance absorption the potential

scattering cross section of the diluent can be treated as an ab-

sorption cross section. The flux in the moderator is assumed to

be spatially and lethargy-wise uniform in the lethargy neighbor-

hood of the resonance.

Let us now define E
m

as the macroscopic potential scattering

cross section of the diluent in the lump, (1) as the flux in the

moderator, and Po is the escape probability from the lump. A col-

lision with a moderator nucleus in the lump is treated as pure

absorption since a collision with such a nucleus is assumed to
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remove the neutron from the lethargy interval of the resonance.

The absorption rate density per unit lethargy of neutrons

which made their last collision with the diluent is

Enact) [1 Po] A-1

where is is the source density in the lump. Here P
o

is calculated

as though collision with the diluent nucleus produced pure

absorption.

The absorption rate density of neutrons whose last moderating

collision was in the moderator is given by

(pp
o t

(U) A-2

The absorption or collision density for neutrons which made

their last collision with fuel nuclei is

ir

s

E (u')

E (u') + u -u
[1 - P

o
] Pa F(u' el-a du'

U-E t
A-3

in a manner analagous to the derivation of the similar term in

equation 11-13 except here the non-escape probability of 1 - Po

reduces the collision density.

Totaling these contributions gives

F(u) = Et(u)P0(1)

(u') E u -u
+ [1 - P

o

s
F(u'

e
du'

U-E
E

pa
(u')

t
1-a



8o

+ zing) [1 Po] A-4

If we use Wigner's rational approximation for Po then

1

0 1 + Ets

and substituting this then rearranging gives

where

G(u) = [Em + 11;]cp

Es(10) + E_61, y-u
F G(u' du'

UE E
t
(u") + 1/s

A-5

A-6

G(u) E F(u) [Et(u) + 15]/Et(u) A-7

This equation is formally identical to equation 11-13 and all

results from this are applicable if Em is replaced by Em + 1 /s.

Thus we have derived the equivalence of the homogeneous and

heterogeneous NRIA cases.

The heterogeneous form of the effective resonance integral

will be

where

a*0
m a

I = du
a

a + a*

0* = a

N
F
s

A- 8

A-9


